ICE MAKER AND WASHING MACHINE OUTLET BOXES
Integrated SharkBite Ends Allow for Quick & Easy Installation

- Featuring 1/4” Turn Ball Valve Push-Fit Connection that can be used with copper, CPVC or PEX lines.
- Perfect for use behind your refrigerator, ice maker, water disperser or washing machine to provide a clean installation and easy shut-off to protect against accidental leaks.
- Eliminates Exposed Piping With Recessed Design
- Adjustable Mounting Brackets Provide Solid Installation
- Also available with water hammer arrestors to prevent against noisy pipes and high pressure spikes that can damage fixtures.
- 1-piece box and flange design needs no additional support framing (saves material and labor.)
- Valves Provide Easy ON-OFF Water Supply Adjustment
- Can be used as a dual drain or inverted for center drain applications

For additional information, contact your local customer service representative at 1-877-700-4242.

SharkBite is a part of the RWC global network.